
 
 
 

	  EFT Card on	  
 Addiction to Negativity 

Setup Phrase:  
Tap over the heart or on the side of your left hand, while saying the following three statements (edit words as needed): 
There are times… when I focus on what is wrong… what is flawed… what is lacking… or what is not working. 
There are times… when I worry about the future… or bad things happening… to myself… or someone else. 
There are times… when I can’t sleep… or rest… or feel comfortable… because my level of anxiety is too high. 
 

Tapping Points: 
Top of Head:   I am willing to forgive myself for my negative thinking… I want peace instead of this. 
Eyebrows:   In the past… I have gone through a lot… and my concerns are defenses… against more pain. 
Side of Eye: I am learning that I create what I defend against… and that fear results in fearful experiences. 
Under the Eye: I am willing to abandon my negative thoughts. I have no desire for more fearful experiences. 
Under the Nose: Dear God, Please give me the vision to see only what You see… & to stand strong in my peace. 
On the Chin: I am willing to turn every worry and fear over to You… to ensure peace & safety for everyone. 
Collarbone: I release the past, along with every bad experience, hurtful memory, or feeling of pain or guilt. 
Over the Heart:      I gladly exchange my unpleasant past & painful memories for the happiness You have for me. 
Center of Chest: Please help me to see beyond appearances… and into the Light of Christ within each person. 
Side of the Hand: I am learning that “I see what I expect to see”… and I want the truth instead of this. 
Inside the Knees: Help me to find gratitude for every blessing… large and small… that You have given me. 
Center of Chest: As I focus on gratitude… I will see loving people & joyful abundance blossom all around me. 
Over the Heart: Thank You for healing all the conditions that have brought my fear about. I choose to focus 
                                 only on You, the Light, my Gratitude, the Goodness in each person and All of my Blessings.  
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